XCM offers Single Sign-On (SSO) for customers who use XCMworkflow® to manage and optimize their business processes.

XCM SSO simplifies users’ day-to-day work by making it easy to log in to XCMworkflow. When they log in to their corporate / firm network, the XCM user can log in to XCM without having to authenticate again. The corporate / firm authentication is sufficient for access to the XCM application.

By having multiple systems share one set of authentication credentials, SSO makes XCMworkflow even easier to access by allowing users to bypass the login page and access their XCMworkflow instance with just one click. By removing the login step, XCM saves time and makes the XCM 360° view of work in progress more accessible than ever.

The convenience of XCM SSO comes hand-in-hand with increased security.

It reduces the number of opportunities for credentials to be compromised. Multiple passwords are difficult to manage and keep secure. As a result, users often rely on weak passwords that are easy to remember across their various systems. Having one set of credentials encourages more secure and stronger password selection, and follows best practices for storage of only one password.

Additionally, SSO also reduces the number of help desk calls for resetting passwords, which further reduces IT costs and strain.
By using XCM Single Sign-On you will gain:

**Quick Visibility** to all of your tasks and projects.

**Control** over secure access to XCMworkflow.

**Flexibility** to maintain the security and confidentiality of XCM data.

**Accountability** to access your workflow platform more quickly and easily than ever before.

XCM works with organizations to reduce turnaround times on client deliverables, such as Financial Statements, Management Reporting, Compilation Reports, and 1099s—delivering a 5 times return on their investment. XCM can benefit organizations who need to decrease business process timeframes by:

1. Streamlining work routing to address bottlenecks
2. Enabling full transparency—so nothing falls through the cracks
3. Reducing the risk of costly errors with multi-jurisdictional due date tracking

Unlike other solutions that can’t be restructured after implementation, XCM allows you to configure business processes to the way you work. This is combined with real-time analytics and reports so you can make instant decisions on your business. Our unique focus on rapid deployment ensures a payback of less than one year.